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Abstract

Continual learning seeks to enable deep learners to train
on a series of tasks of unknown length without suffering
from the catastrophic forgetting of previous tasks. One ef-
fective solution is replay, which involves storing few previ-
ous experiences in memory and replaying them when learn-
ing the current task. However, there is still room for im-
provement when it comes to selecting the most informative
samples for storage and determining the optimal number of
samples to be stored. This study aims to address these is-
sues with a novel comparison of the commonly used reser-
voir sampling to various alternative population strategies
and providing a novel detailed analysis of how to find the
optimal number of stored samples.

1. Introduction
Deep learning has revolutionized the field of computer

vision, achieving human-like capabilities of image under-
standing and perception. Unlike humans, however, deep
learners consistently struggle to adopt new knowledge
while maintaining performance on previously learned tasks.
This is the problem known as catastrophic forgetting [25]
in which a learner’s performance significantly diminishes
as it acquires knowledge for new tasks. This motivates the
study of continual learning [30, 38] to address the problem
of catastrophic forgetting.

In continual learning, a learner is presented with a se-
quence of tasks of unknown length where the only data
available is that of the current task at hand. As new tasks
arrive, we wish to learn each new task while preserving the
knowledge learned from previous tasks. During inference,
we may be presented with data from any of the previously
learned tasks, thus the retention of previous knowledge is
imperative when adapting to new tasks.

The inference stage primarily comes in three flavors:
task-incremental learning (task-IL), domain-incremental

learning (domain-IL) and class-incremental learning (class-
IL) [39]. Task-IL and domain-IL are generally considered
the easier scenarios as we are either given the task-ID at
test time in task-IL, or we must only solve for the current
task at hand in domain-IL. Class-IL is significantly more
challenging as we must infer for all tasks seen so far with-
out the revealing of a task-ID. Because of this, class-IL has
become a primary focus of recent continual learning works
[3, 27, 5, 36].

Replay [29, 32, 4] is a commonly used approach to rem-
edy the problem of catastrophic forgetting in both class-IL
and task-IL. The concept of replay draws inspiration from
Complementary Learning Systems theory of humans which
posits that recent experiences stored in the hippocampus de-
velop connections to the neocortex that become ingrained
over time to eventually be encoded in long-term memory
[24, 13]. As such, when replay is employed in artificial
learners, a small amount of previously learned data is stored
in memory to then be “replayed” during the training of the
current task to emphasize the previously encoded connec-
tions of the learner and thus avoid forgetting.

When using replay methods, it is important to have a
small canonical set of exemplars stored in memory that ef-
fectively capture the underlying class distributions of the
dataset. Thus, the selection of which samples to store is
a non-trivial task. Previous replay methods rely on reser-
voir sampling [32, 4, 1, 5, 2] to populate memory with past
data. As reservoir sampling is a random sampling method,
this could lead to the storage of redundant and potentially
insignificantly informative data points in memory causing
replay methods to not perform to their maximal capability
as recently demonstrated in [37, 43].

There is also no consensus regarding how many samples
should be stored to be used for replay. Naturally, as we
store more samples in memory, we expect performance to
increase, however, as this number grows, we start to deviate
from the constraints of continual learning where we seek
to store minimal information. There must exist some small
optimal number of samples to be stored to make maximum
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use of replay methods.
In this work we study the two questions which samples

to store, and how many samples should be stored in mem-
ory by comparing the commonly used approach of reser-
voir sampling to three other memory population strategies.
We show through extensive empirical evaluation that reser-
voir sampling leads to greater forgetting when compared
with more strategic population approaches. We additionally
detail two methods to address the question of how many
samples should be stored based on an analysis of signifi-
cant eigenvectors and eigenvalues. We proceed to show that
memory populated according to these two criteria leads to
overall more competitiveness and better performance of all
population strategies.

2. Related Works
Continual learning methods can generally be grouped

into three categories: (i) regularization methods, (ii) ar-
chitectural methods and (iii) replay methods. Regular-
ization methods introduce a new loss term meant to pe-
nalize significant drift from previously learned parameters
[19, 22, 17, 41]. Architectural methods seek to adapt exist-
ing network architectures such that various portions of the
model contain global and/or shared knowledge while others
contain task-specific knowledge [26, 44, 35, 33, 27]. His-
torically, regularization methods and architectural methods
underperform when compared directly to replay methods
further motivating the study of and improvements to replay.

In replay methods, we are allowed to store some small
subset of data in a memory buffer and selectively “replay”
samples from this buffer when training on the current task to
maintain previous task performance. Earlier works include
[23] and [10], both of which use the memory buffer as a
constraint on gradient updates to ensure that loss remains
low on the buffer samples. These gradient-based methods
for replay in general show poor performance when com-
pared to experience replay methods [29, 32, 4, 1, 9, 7, 5].
In experience replay, it is common practice to store any of
the raw data sample, the label, the logits, or a combination
of all three. All the the aforementioned experience replay
methods select the samples to be stored by some random
sampling method, such as reservoir sampling or uniform
sampling, leading to the potential storage of insignificant
data.

A number of previous works suggest to either popu-
late the memory buffer with some fixed arbitrary number
of samples as new classes are encountered or to empiri-
cally find optimal buffer size for a desired task performance
[1, 31]. These methods for expanding the buffer are rooted
in heuristics and thus not necessarily optimal further moti-
vating the study for optimal growth of the buffer for learning
new tasks.

3. Methodology

Algorithm 1 Memory Buffer Population

Input: T , Dt,M, buffer size (if not dynamic), populate ∈
{reservoir, herding, GSS, IPM}, training-strategy

M← ∅
for t in T do

for minibatch in Dt do
ifM = ∅ then

train(Dt) according to training-strategy
if populate ∈ {resrvoir, GSS}, then
M← populate(minibatch, buffer size)

else
train(Dt ∪M) according to training-strategy
if populate ∈ {resrvoir, GSS}, then
M← populate(minibatch, buffer size)

if populate ∈ {herding, IPM}, then
M← populate(Dt, buffer size)

Consider a sequence of T tasks where each task has
an associated dataset Dt = {(xt

i, y
t
i)} for each t ∈

{1, 2, ..., T } and i = 1, ..., Nt where xt
i denotes the ith

sample of the tth task, yti its associated ground truth la-
bel, and Nt the number of samples in task t. We assume
each task t contains a unique, non-overlapping set of classes
drawn from an i.i.d distribution. In our continual learning
formulation, we seek to sequentially learn each Dt in an
offline setting while maintaining performance on every Dk

for k < t by employing a memory bufferM which is popu-
lated according to a specific population strategy. For t = 1,
we train only on Dt and for t > 1, we train on Dt ∪M.

Since we are primarily concerned with strategic buffer
population, the training method in which we perform con-
tinual learning is agnostic of the memory buffer population.
Thus, we can use any training strategy along with any buffer
population strategy studied herein. We give an overview of
each population strategy studied and then present a novel
scheme to identify how many samples per class should be
stored inM.

We make a note of the distinction between fixed mem-
ory buffers and dynamic memory buffers. A fixed memory
buffer refers to a buffer M that is fixed in the amount of
data it can hold (e.g., a fixed buffer size of 200 can contain a
maximum of 200 data samples) while a dynamic buffer may
grow in size as new classes are encountered. We denote the
size of the fixed buffer as |M|. Traditionally, fixed memory
buffers are used whenever replay methods are employed. To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to consider dy-
namic memory buffers as discussed in Section 3.5. When
the buffer is not described to be either fixed or dynamic,
the method is agnostic of buffer type. An overview of our



described approach is given in Algorithm 1.

3.1. Reservoir Sampling

In reservoir sampling [40], we are presented with a
stream of data in which we randomly sample from the
stream and store each sample inM. If a sample is selected
to be stored when M is saturated, we then randomly re-
place a sample inM with the current selected sample to be
stored.

In practice, reservoir sampling tends to favor the storage
of samples from earlier encountered tasks. This causes the
minimal storage of samples from downstream tasks and an
overall unbalanced fixed buffer leading to greater forgetting,
particularly when the fixed buffer size is small.

In addition to favoring the storage of earlier encountered
task data, reservoir sampling has no mechanism to differ-
entiate between whether a selected sample to be stored is
informative or redundant. This leads to the potential stor-
age of insignificant data which in turn can diminish the
network’s previously learned decision boundaries [3]. This
motivates the study of memory buffer population strategies
that can always store the next most informative sample and
mitigate forgetting.

3.2. The Herding Algorithm

A natural first choice of substitute to reservoir sampling
is the herding algorithm as proposed in iCaRL [29] which
is an extension of Welling’s herding in [42]. Herding seeks
to store samples that best represent the sample’s class mean
in feature space. In this sense, the herding algorithm can
be thought of as a greedy mean preserving scheme as each
selected sample is the closest to its learned class mean.

Formally, for a learned class mean µc in D-dimensional
feature space and a mapping from image space to feature
space given by ϕ : xt,c

i → RD where c denotes the class
label of image xt

i, herding seeks to find the sample xt,c
i to

add to the class exemplar set Pc in memory bufferM that
minimizes the distance to µc as

argmin
xt,c
i

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣µc −

1

K

ϕ(xt,c
i ) +

K−1∑
j=1

ϕ(pj)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(1)

where K denotes the number of samples to be stored for
class c and pj denotes a sample j belonging to Pc.

Because herding relies on the well learned features for
each class to store samples, herding should be performed at
the conclusion of each task. This makes herding most suit-
able for the offline continual learning scenario in which we
are allowed multiple iterations throughDt before moving to
the next subsequent task.

3.3. Gradient Sample Selection

Gradient sample selection (GSS) is taken from [2] where
the objective is to optimize the loss on current task data
while maintaining minimal loss on previous task data. To
ensure that loss remains low on previous tasks, GSS seeks
to maximize the diversity of the buffer M by selecting
samples whose gradient angle is maximal compared to all
other samples currently stored (i.e., maximizing gradient
direction variance). This formulation involves solving a
quadratic integer programming of polynomial complexity
w.r.t. the buffer size thus, a greedy formulation of GSS is
used instead.

In the greedy method, GSS maintains a score ri for each
sample i in the buffer based on the maximal cosine similar-
ity of the current sample with the other samples in the buffer
given by

ri = max
i

⟨gi, G⟩
||gi||2||G||2

(2)

where gi and G denote the gradients of the current sample i
and the set of samples stored inM respectively.

While GSS aims to select and store samples based on
maintaining maximum variance of gradient direction, there
is still a randomness component in determining samples to
potentially be replaced. When a sample is selected and
deemed appropriate for replacement, there is no guarantee
that this is a least informative sample, as determined by
GSS, and could thus potentially lead to greater forgetting.
In addition, GSS has no mechanism for class balancing as
samples are randomly added and replaced which can further
hinder performance.

3.4. Iterative Projection and Matching

Iterative projection and matching (IPM) [16] is drawn
from active learning in which we seek to find the most in-
formative data points for training. Here, we adopt IPM to
select the most informative data points for storage in M
to address the shortcomings with reservoir sampling while
also maintaining a balanced buffer similar to the strategy
used in herding.

Let Ac ∈ RNc×D denote the matrix of features
ϕ(xt

1), ..., ϕ(x
t
Nc

) ∈ RD where Nc denotes the number
of samples in class c, D the dimension of features, and
ϕ : RH×W×C → RD a mapping from image space to
feature space (i.e., the learned network). The nth row in
Ac is formed by ϕ(xt

nc
)T . We seek to reduce Ac to some

AR ∈ RK×D where K is the number of samples to be
stored from class c.

Let T ⊂ {1, ..., Nc} with |T | = K be the set of selected
samples. Then, we can project the rows of Ac onto the span
of the selected rows indexed by T . We denote this operation
as ωT (Ac). As done in [11], we can now cast the replay



sample selection problem as the optimization problem

argmin
|T |=K

||Ac − ωT (Ac)||2F (3)

where || · ||F is the Frobenius norm. This problem is NP-
Hard however as we must search all subsets T over Ac [46].
Thus, we use the IPM [16] algorithm to approximate 3.

We can express ωT (Ac) as a rank-K factorization UV T

where U ∈ RNc×K and V T ∈ RK×D and modify 3 by
recasting it as two sub-problems [16, 15]

(u, v) = argmin
u,v

||Ac − uvT ||2F s.t. ||v|| = 1 (4)

m(1) = argmax
m
|vTρ| (5)

where ρ = ϕ(xt
nc
)/||ϕ(xt

nc
)||2, m(1) is the index of the first

selected data point, and (xt
i, y

t
i)m(1) is the selected point to

be stored in memory.
IPM also relies on the well learned features of each class

for best performance in sample selection and thus must be
performed at the conclusion of a task. This also makes IPM
most suitable for the offline continual learning scenario.

Similar to herding, we again store |M|/s samples per
class for a balanced and saturated buffer and preserve the
most informative samples, as determined by IPM, by delet-
ing the most recently added samples to each class when new
data is encountered and must be stored to the fixed buffer.

3.5. Dynamic Memory Buffers

Traditionally, when replay methods are used, it is com-
mon for the buffer size to be fixed [32, 5, 4]. This fixed
buffer size does not take into account the underlying com-
plexity of the data and more specifically, each class within
the data. To account for such dataset specific complexi-
ties, we allow the buffer to be dynamic, where we add K
samples of class c to the buffer using two algorithm ag-
nostic 1 methods we refer to as intracluster variance and
Kaiser criterion described below. This idea is motivated by
providing a guideline for determining the number of sam-
ples needed to represent the data manifold and the different
classes within it as opposed to arbitrarily choosing a fixed
buffer size.

Intracluster Variance. We assume that the number
of images necessary for replay depends on the complexity
of the underlying manifold of the data. It is well known
that relations between the data points on the high dimen-
sional manifold are preserved when the data is embedded
into a lower dimension via norm preserving transformations
[6, 12]. For example, the dominant eigenvectors (or princi-
pal components) of the space in which the images lie is an

1Algorithm agnostic refers to each population strategy as each strategy
will choose different subsets of samples bounded by each studied dynamic
buffer criterion.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Average intracluster variance for varying num-
ber of clusters. (b) Average change in intracluster variance
for varying number of clusters.

example of one such transformation. In fact, the number
of eigenvectors needed to represent the data is an indication
of the complexity of the manifold, and therefore provides
some indication of the number of images required for re-
play. Another method for estimating the complexity of the
manifold is by forming clusters in the data and by observ-
ing the change in the average intracluster variance for each
cluster.

Assume that the data is grouped into K clusters, each
with Nj images. Specifically, let xi,j for 1 ≤ i ≤ Nj ,
1 ≤ j ≤ K represent the ith training image of the jth

cluster. The variance of any given cluster is given by
σ2
j = 1

Nj

∑Nj

i=1(xi,j − µj) where µj = 1
Nj

∑Nj

i=1 xi,j is
the mean of the respective cluster. The average variance of
all clusters is then simply σ2

K = 1
K

∑K
j=1 σ

2
j . The premise

is that each cluster represents a local region on the manifold
where the data is concentrated. As K increases, each clus-
ter becomes more and more compact and their variance σ2

j

for 1 ≤ j ≤ K decreases. This causes the average vari-
ance σ2

K to also decrease as shown in Figure 1a using the
CIFAR10, CIFAR100 and Tiny-ImageNet datasets [20, 21]
and the k-means clustering algorithm. In fact, the change
in variance ∆K = σ2

K+1 − σ2
K also tapers asymptotically

as K is allowed to increase. Figure 1b shows this behavior
and the rate at which the average variance decreases.

We observe that increasing the number of clusters be-
yond the knee of the curve, 100 for both CIFAR10 and CI-
FAR100 and 160 for Tiny-ImageNet, provides diminishing
gains in terms of decreasing the variance of each cluster.
We assume that each cluster is as compact as possible, and
the cluster mean is a good representation of the data that
lies within the cluster. Therefore, we choose the number of
clusters where the knee of the curve (found using the Knee-
dle algorithm [34]) in 1a and 1b occur as an indication of
the number of representative samples that are required to
adequately represent the data manifold.

With this estimate of the number of samples needed for
proper representation of the underlying data manifold, we
populate the buffer with K samples per class. This allows



Dataset Mean Min. Max
CIFAR10 248± 27 215 290
CIFAR100 50± 8 28 69
TinyImageNet 59± 9 41 94

Table 1: Kaiser Criterion stats for number of samples re-
quired for each class.

for the buffer to maintain its class balanced properly and
avoid biased sampling from the buffer when training.

When using instracluster variance, one must have access
to the entire dataset before training begins. This can be seen
as unfair in the context of continual learning since in real
world scenarios it would be impossible to view the entire
dataset beforehand. We address this concern by using the
Kaiser criterion below.

Kaiser Criterion. Instead of finding a global number of
samples to be kept for each class as done in intracluster vari-
ance, we detail an additional method based on the number
of most useful eigenvectors for each class.

Assume that xi,c is a d dimensional column vector that
represents the ith training image of class c for 1 ≤ i ≤
Nc. For each class, we define the data matrix Ac =
[x1,c, ...,x1,Nc ], and compute the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of AcA

T
c denoted as λk,c and ϕk,c, respectively,

for k = 1, ..., d. Loosely speaking, the rank of this matrix
is a proxy for the number of independent images required
to represent the dataset and can thus be viewed as a reduced
version of PCA. This in turn is related to the non-singular
eigenvalues. Therefore, to determine the minimum number
of images required to represent the data, we count the num-
ber of non-trivial eigenvalues (ignoring the ones that are
zero or close to it). The Kaiser criterion [18] is a common
method for selecting the useful eigenvectors which states
that only those with eigenvalues greater than 1.0 should be
retained for representing the data.

We note that this method of using raw images to form the
data matrix is better suited than using network features, as
that would always require the network to accurately classify
the entire data, which manot not occur if a particular class
is difficult for the network to classify.

We report the statistics of the Kaiser criterion for each
dataset in Table 1. The benefits of using a dynamic buffer
with the Kaiser criterion allow for classes with higher com-
plexity to have more representation in the buffer, which ul-
timately leads to higher probability of sampling these more
complex classes from the buffer and further mitigate forget-
ting.

Additionally, the Kaiser criterion can be used in an of-
fline manner before the training of each task as the determi-
nation for the number of samples to be stored for each class
depends only on a specific class’s data matrix. Thus, when

new task data is available, we can compute the Kaiser cri-
terion for each individual class by partitioning the task data
matrix into class data matrices.

4. Experiments
We investigate the performance of each population strat-

egy described above by comparing each scheme under a
commonly used suite of replay-based training methods. We
test using both a fixed memory buffer with commonly used
buffer sizes and the newly proposed dynamic buffer scheme
described in Section 3.5. Our primary focus is on the of-
fline class-IL setting. We report offline task-IL results in
the supplementary material.

Datasets. We benchmark each population strategy on
three commonly used continual learning datasets: split-
CIFAR10, split-CIFAR100 and split-Tiny-ImageNet [20,
45, 21]. In split-CIFAR10, the CIFAR10 dataset is split
into 5 disjoint tasks where each task contains 2 classes.
Split-CIFAR100 splits CIFAR100 into 10 disjoint tasks of
10 classes each. Split-Tiny-ImageNet splits Tiny-ImageNet
into 10 disjoint tasks of 20 classes each. We maintain the
same order in which classes are split across all tested popu-
lation strategies and methods.

Compared Methods. Each population strategy studied
herein is tested against four commonly compared methods
in continual learning literature, namely ER [32], DER [4],
GDumb [28], and ER-ACE [5]. Each of the aforementioned
methods was state of the art for its time with ER-ACE be-
ing the most recently proposed state of the art method for
bench-marking of current replay-based continual learning
research.

All compared methods use some form of experience re-
play. For each t > 1, all methods train on the union of task
data and data stored in memory as Dt ∪M, except in the
case of GDumb where we only populate M in a balanced
manner by performing one iteration through each Dt and
proceed to train solely onM at the conclusion of the final
task.

Configuration and Hyperparameters. We test each
of the buffer population strategies studied herein with the
above described methods using the open-source codebase,
Mammoth, first introduced in [4]. We use the best configu-
ration for each compared training method when testing per-
formance of each population strategy with a ResNet18 [14]
backbone for fair comparisons. Exact hyperparmeter con-
figuration can be found in the supplementary material.

Metrics. We judge performance with the commonly
used metrics of final average accuracy (FAA) and final for-
getting (FF) given by

FAA =
1

T

T∑
j=1

aTj (6)



Split-CIFAR10 Split-CIFAR100 Split-TinyImageNet

Fixed
Buffer

Size
Method

Population
Strategy Class-IL Class-IL Class-IL

FAA FF FAA FF FAA FF

200

ER

Reservoir 48.39 ± 2.01 60.39 ± 2.26 15.35 ± 0.86 81.20 ± 0.62 8.40 ± 0.16 76.88 ± 0.18
Herding 52.32 ± 0.77 55.17 ± 0.77 15.94 ± 0.46 79.60 ± 0.11 8.81 ± 0.05 76.61 ± 0.62

GSS 41.45 ± 4.65 68.92 ± 5.57 11.87 ± 0.05 84.34 ± 0.41 - -
IPM 48.68 ± 1.11 59.44 ± 1.32 15.0 ± 0.26 80.67 ± 0.31 8.55 ± 0.09 77.13 ± 0.44

DER

Reservoir 61.17 ± 1.08 41.27 ± 0.53 24.38 ± 1.46 70.07 ± 1.76 11.15 ± 0.46 74.22 ± 0.65
Herding 30.01 ± 1.87 83.12 ± 2.01 9.99 ± 0.23 87.73 ± 0.50 5.7 ± 1.06 71.92 ± 1.87

GSS 38.04 ± 6.09 71.95 ± 7.60 12.29 ± 1.70 78.05 ± 0.53 - -
IPM 60.48 ± 0.34 30.12 ± 1.03 33.47 ± 1.86 42.32 ± 1.71 19.36 ± 1.06 45.46 ± 0.63

GDumb

Reservoir 29.26 ± 1.18 N/A 4.63 ± 0.49 N/A 2.13 ± 0.28 N/A
Herding 32.16 ± 1.51 N/A 7.02 ± 0.51 N/A 3.45 ± 0.30 N/A

GSS 28.35 ± 1.19 N/A 4.81 ± 0.29 N/A - N/A
IPM 31.60 ± 1.83 N/A 6.26 ± 0.14 N/A 2.67 ± 0.36 N/A

ER-ACE

Reservoir 63.32 ± 2.40 18.62 ± 2.24 28.78 ± 0.66 44.40 ± 1.13 12.82 ± 0.11 48.91 ± 1.65
Herding 61.66 ± 0.35 33.04 ± 3.37 29.64 ± 0.29 62.08 ± 0.27 15.75 ± 0.09 64.86 ± 1.45

GSS 26.25 ± 9.53 1.02 ± 1.01 7.525 ± 0.13 8.93 ± 0.75 - -
IPM 49.41 ± 0.56 16.56 ± 0.09 28.36 ± 0.28 27.17 ± 0.23 15.02 ± 0.53 29.16 ± 0.35

500

ER

Reservoir 61.07 ± 0.64 44.27 ± 1.10 21.37 ± 1.27 73.55 ± 0.77 10.19 ± 0.20 75.34 ± 0.16
Herding 64.09 ± 0.73 39.26 ± 1.39 24.25 ± 0.70 70.46 ± 0.57 10.38 ± 0.16 75.50 ± 0.35

GSS 61.07 ± 0.64 44.27 ± 1.10 21.37 ± 1.27 73.55 ± 0.77 - -
IPM 61.08 ± 0.46 44.33 ± 0.68 22.06 ± 0.48 72.80 ± 0.33 10.20 ± 0.17 74.98 ± 0.18

DER

Reservoir 70.07 ± 0.95 29.5 ± 1.80 34.53 ± 1.68 56.30 ± 1.52 17.15 ± 1.40 66.91 ± 1.81
Herding 48.20 ± 2.94 54.64 ± 7.93 13.11 ± 0.51 84.04 ± 0.69 5.32 ± 0.78 67.13 ± 2.02

GSS 45.94 ± 6.22 59.09 ± 9.16 16.64 ± 1.69 72.323 ± 5.59 - -
IPM 65.5 ± 2.68 23.55 ± 5.19 40.51 ± 0.43 28.97 ± 1.06 20.49 ± 0.86 31.54 ± 2.61

GDumb

Reservoir 43.35 ± 0.55 N/A 9.85 ± 0.45 N/A 3.6 ± 0.004 N/A
Herding 42.85 ± 0.83 N/A 11.45 ± 0.42 N/A 4.83 ± 0.19 N/A

GSS 37.39 ± 1.21 N/A 6.2 ± 0.29 N/A - N/A
IPM 42.03 ± 3.05 N/A 9.02 ± 0.67 N/A 3.27 ± 0.40 N/A

ER-ACE

Reservoir 72.15 ± 0.38 13.18 ± 1.26 37.60 ± 0.15 38.17 ± 1.16 20.99 ± 0.52 46.60 ± 0.55
Herding 69.75 ± 1.90 23.00 ± 4.32 37.54 ± 0.44 53.08 ± 0.47 20.3 ± 0.36 60.48 ± 0.06

GSS 19.54 ± 0.09 0.22 ± 0.11 8.34 ± 0.09 7.73 ± 0.62 - -
IPM 54.43 ± 0.99 14.57 ± 1.17 35.01 ± 0.14 25.50 ± 0.91 18.5 ± 0.42 34.41 ± 8.08

5120

ER

Reservoir 83.18 ± 1.82 14.33 ± 1.65 50.71 ± 0.27 38.92 ± 0.44 27.36 ± 0.03 54.46 ± 0.69
Herding 85.56 ± 0.34 12.22 ± 0.29 52.93 ± 1.55 35.21 ± 0.93 28.43 ± 0.51 52.12 ± 0.51

GSS 60.35 ± 7.06 43.74 ± 8.69 17.52 ± 0.22 78.74 ± 2.28 - -
IPM 85.19 ± 0.63 10.97 ± 0.91 50.75 ± 1.16 36.96 ± 0.60 27.39 ± 0.23 53.43 ± 0.12

DER

Reservoir 83.35 ± 0.72 11.27 ± 0.96 57.22 ± 0.24 22.86 ± 1.51 37.09 ± 0.50 31.91 ± 1.05
Herding 76.21 ± 1.08 25.26 ± 1.63 52.53 ± 0.24 38.70 ± 0.38 5.09 ± 2.59 38.44 ± 5.37

GSS 45.86 ± 16.34 54.54 ± 21.02 56.32 ± 1.10 45.05 ± 7.04 - -
IPM 67.75 ± 0.52 6.25 ± 1.21 57.30 ± 0.51 8.85 ± 0.52 34.33 ± 0.93 7.27 ± 0.98

GDumb

Reservoir 79.89 ± 1.29 N/A 42.52 ± 0.22 N/A 21.18 ± 0.06 N/A
Herding 77.16 ± 0.74 N/A 36.80 ± 0.57 N/A 17.38 ± 0.40 N/A

GSS 70.27 ± 2.29 N/A 19.64 ± 1.40 N/A - N/A
IPM 79.58 ± 0.93 N/A 42.31 ± 0.18 N/A 20.99 ± 0.72 N/A

ER-ACE

Reservoir 83.67 ± 0.26 4.93 ± 0.30 57.01 ± 0.27 21.02 ± 0.22 38.68 ± 0.37 29.41 ± 0.74
Herding 85.02 ± 0.86 11.83 ± 2.08 58.52 ± 0.23 26.77 ± 0.19 34.66 ± 0.99 41.91 ± 1.08

GSS 19.73 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.02 9.20 ± 0.04 4.31 ± 0.71 - -
IPM 66.69 ± 0.46 6.29 ± 0.38 53.91 ± 0.43 14.69 ± 0.46 36.28 ± 0.19 18.99 ± 0.27

Table 2: Population strategy results tested with various replay based methods with traditionally used fixed size buffer, aver-
aged across three runs. We do not report forgetting in GDumb experiments due to the nature of GDumb only training on the
fully populated, balanced buffer. Results for TinyImageNet are not reported for GSS due to intractable train times.

FF =
1

T − 1

T −1∑
j=1

fT
j s.t. fT

j = max
l∈{1,...,T −1}

all − aTj (7)

where aTj and fT
j are interpreted as the accuracy and forget-

ting of task j and the end of training on T tasks respectively
[8]. When judging performance, we seek maximal FAA and
minimal FF.

4.1. Results

Fixed Buffer. Results for commonly tested fixed buffer
sizes are in Table 2. We first observe that in nearly all cases,

reservoir sampling leads to greater forgetting when com-
pared to the other population strategies, specifically com-
pared to herding and IPM. We also observe in several tri-
als, that reservoir sampling also underperforms in FAA com-
pared to herding and IPM. This behavior can be attributed
to both herding and IPM selecting the best samples from the
learned feature space at the conclusion of each task whereas
reservoir sampling simply selects and replaces samples at
random.

Another reason for greater forgetting in reservoir sam-
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Figure 2: A comparison of the reservoir, herding, and IPM population strategies paired with DER with a fixed buffer size of
500. Top row corresponds to Split-CIFAR10 performance and bottom row is Split-CIFAR100. The columns correspond as
follows: left uses reservoir sampling, center uses herding, and right uses IPM. We do not report GSS results due to all around
inferior performance.

Fixed
Buffer

Size

Percentage of Samples
Belonging to Each Task

(t1/t2/t3/t4/t5)

200 23.5% / 19.0% / 16.0% / 22.0% / 19.5%
500 23.5% / 15.0% / 20.5% / 22.5% / 18.5%
5120 20.0% / 18.5% / 19.53% / 20.43% / 21.54%

Table 3: Percentage of samples in buffer belonging to each
task at the end of training populated via reservoir sampling.

pling is the unbalanced fixed buffers incurred by the ran-
dom sampling and replacement of data in the buffer. We
show the percentage of task specific data of the final fixed
buffer when populated via reservoir sampling in Table 3.
We can clearly see that, for smaller buffer sizes, there is a
bias to the storage of earlier task data compared to more re-
cently encountered tasks. In comparison, both herding and
IPM maintain a balanced fixed buffer at all times leading to
equal probability of sampling any task data for batch train-
ing. Naturally, as the buffer size increases, the unbalanced
nature of the buffer populated with reservoir sampling be-
comes less severe and we see the reservoir population strat-
egy become more competitive with herding and IPM in both
FAA and FF.

We pay particular interest to the scenarios where IPM

yields superior FF yet inferior FAA. To analyze why this
happens in certain cases, we plot each population strategy
used in conjunction with DER for both split-CIFAR10 and
split-CIFAR100 in Figure 2 (we omit GSS figures due to all
around inferior performance). We observe the interesting
behavior where for each t > 1, IPM initially has poor cur-
rent task performance but then proceeds to make astonish-
ing recoveries for each subsequent task. This indicates that
IPM tends to prioritize performance on the buffer instead
of the current task at hand which in turn leads to lesser for-
getting. An interesting observation to make is that this be-
havior holds only for DER and ER-ACE (see supplementary
material for additional figures). Both DER and ER-ACE are
training schemes that directly optimize on logits indicating
that IPM is best suited for these types of training schemes.

We take note of the relatively low forgetting of the GSS
population strategy when tested with ER-ACE. To inves-
tigate why GSS achieves such low forgetting, we plot the
accuracy of each previously learned task as new tasks are
learned in Figure 4. From this, we can infer that GSS’s
low forgetting capabilities when coupled with ER-ACE is
caused by the inferior performance on subsequent tasks af-
ter t = 1 and thus, has nearly nothing to forget. We note
the strong performance of t = 1 throughout the model’s
life, however. This is due to GSS first populating the buffer
with t = 1 data and thereafter, hardly ever finding a sam-
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Figure 3: Final forgetting performance with various final buffer sizes tested with Split-CIFAR100. Final buffer sizes with a
(D) indicate dynamic final size. In order from left to right are results from reservoir, herding, and IPM respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: ER-ACE using the GSS population strategy for a
fixed buffer with buffer size 200. (a) Split-CIFAR10 results.
(b) Split-CIFAR100 results.

ple with an appropriate score to replace other samples in
the buffer as described in Section 3.3. Because of this na-
ture, we should not accept that GSS is the best forgetting
performer with coupled with ER-ACE. We still observe that
reservoir sampling mostly does not compare in forgetting to
other strategies when ignoring GSS results.

We observe the all around competitiveness of each pop-
ulation strategy when tested with GDumb (note, we do not
report FF for GDumb as there is no forgetting to take place
since GDumb trains solely on the buffer). Because GDumb
only uses each observed task to populate the memory buffer,
it makes sense that herding and IPM perform roughly the
same with reservoir sampling since herding and IPM de-
pend on the well learned features for population. Similarly,
GSS depends on the gradients of each sample, but because
GDumb takes no gradient steps until the conclusion of the
final observed task, GSS has no proper way to score sam-
ples for replacement or not.

Lastly, we make the note that while no single method
consistently outperforms any other, we demonstrate that in
many situations, reservoir sampling yields inferior final for-
getting performance. This suggests that when using replay-
based methods in continual learning solutions, reservoir
sampling should not be blindly used as the buffer popula-
tion strategy of choice, and one should instead pay careful

attention to selection of buffer population algorithm for the
best performance.

Dynamic Buffer. We next perform experiments using
dynamic buffers using the two criteria as described in Sec-
tion 3.5 and provide tabulated results for class-IL and task-
IL scenarios in the supplementary material. We omit GSS
results using a dynamic buffer due to poor performance with
paired with any of the fixed buffer schemes.

Overall, we observe much of the same trends as seen
with fixed buffers. However, we notice that dynamic buffers
seem to benefit most when paired with reservoir sampling
and IPM in Figure 3 (FAA and FF for all datasets are
reported in supplementary material). Because dynamic
buffers find the optimal number of samples for storage, we
expect the change in FF to be lower when we approach that
number, which we observe in Figure 3. In general we ob-
serve the Kaiser criterion performing better than intraclus-
ter variance. This can be attributed to the ability to adapt
to classs complexity for the Kaiser criterion, particularly as
the number of classes increases in a dataset.

We note the curious performance of DER when coupled
with dynamic replay and give a brief conjecture for why this
may be in the supplemental material.

5. Conclusions
In this work, we compare the commonly used approach

of reservoir sampling for memory buffer population in re-
play methods to other greedy sampling methods to answer
the question of which samples should be stored in memory.
We show that reservoir sampling tends to lead to higher for-
getting when compared to methods that use strategic popu-
lation strategies to select the best data points for storage. We
then address the question of how many samples should be
stored by the formulation of a dynamic buffer populated ac-
cording to two criteria based on a dataset’s eigenvectors and
eigenvalues. We show that dynamic buffers lead to more
competitive performance for all population strategies when



compared to the arbitrary fixed buffer sizes commonly used
in replay methods.
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